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“My prediction is: all you guys, you’re just 
gonna be nice. Sickeningly, sycophantically 
nice to each other. And it makes me sick, 
because you know, in a game like Fable, we 
spent hours; we spent months, months and 
years crafting the evil side of Fable, and only 
ten percent of people actually did the evil side. 
Come on. You’re supposed to be gamers.”





Totally Me
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So Question for You



Good Vs. Evil – Just One Playthrough

Evil

Good

Case-by-Case



Play Twice?



Good Vs. Evil – First of Two Playthroughs

Evil

Good

Case-by-Case



Good Vs Evil – Second of Two Playthroughs

Evil

Good

Case-by-Case



Hooray!



…Hooray?









Just Plays Once First of Two Playthroughs





The “Evil” Problem









● “To punish the player for doing evil things is 
the purpose of a moral system” 

● “I don't think it's unfair to punish you for an 
evil decision. Our entire society is built on 
that principle....” 

● “... if it's evil, you get what you deserve.”

Punishment



Stuff Players Won’t Do/
Hated Doing











Choices Players Liked















● This isn’t the whole picture

● But neither is data-mining

● Players do see our content

● But maybe not the way we’d hoped/thought

● Players don’t generally find pure evil tempting

● So adding more friction there is the wrong approach

● Players will do bad if they’re caught up in an emotional 
situation

● And they’ll love it and come back for more

Takeaways
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